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Purpose of project

- To develop a national roadmap which identifies needs and actions for upgrading the on-site building work force in the area of energy efficiency and renewable energy systems in buildings
- More energy efficient buildings crucial to meeting the 2020 goals
Two main deliverables

- Status Quo Report: Do the competences in the building sector match the need for energy efficiency and use of renewable energy?

- National Roadmap. Including analyses, identification of concrete training initiatives and barriers, strategy and actions.
Important aspects of the project

- Peer reviewing with Estonia and Poland

- EU exchange between all EU countries + Norway, Switzerland and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

- National endorsement an integral part of roadmap development
Endorsement process

Grant agreement no.
Endorsed roadmap results

- A thorough analytic report that can form a basis for further political decisions as well as initiatives within the current legislative framework from the education sector

- Nine overall recommendations and 26 recommended actions
Expected impact

- National roadmap and its recommendations are put up as a basis for further political decisions and a platform for further development and new initiatives within the current legislative framework from the education sector.
A testimonial from a stakeholder

The outcome for us by participating in the stakeholder group of the Danish Build Up Skills initiative has been an increased focus on the challenges facing the respective educations and training programs to enhance more energy efficient buildings. The process has been satisfying and has given us more certain and substantial knowledge of how to upgrade the workforce of the construction industry. We believe that it will lead to a more systematic and thorough education and training in this comprehensive field.

*Rasmus Zier Bro from the Danish education and training board of building and construction*
About Build Up Skills DK

- Part of EU-wide initiative under IEE
- Partners in Danish project:
  - Danish Energy Authority
  - Danish Technological Institute
  - Danish Building Research Institute
  - KommunikationsKompagniet A/S
- Co-ordinator: Charlotte Vartou Forsingdal, Danish Energy Authority, tel: +45 33 937 596
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Want to know more?

- Find the reports at

  In English  [www.buildupskills.eu](http://www.buildupskills.eu)

  In Danish [www.buildupskills.dk](http://www.buildupskills.dk)